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MASTER SIGN PROGRAM
ALBERTSONS / SAV-ON SHOPPING PLAZA
PALMDALE, CALIFORNIA

PURPOSE

- The following criterion is to provide standards and specifications that assure consistent quality, size variety and placement for Tenant signs throughout this project.

OWNER / TENANT REQUIREMENT FOR APPROVAL

- Prior to manufacture of any sign in the center, the Tenant shall submit to Owner for approval, four (4) copies of detailed drawings. These drawings shall include the building elevation to which the signs are to be attached, sign dimensions, graphics, location, colors, and method of attachment per the specifications identified in this Master Sign Program. The Owner's approval must be obtained prior to submittal to City of Palmdale.

Albertsons Inc.
250 E. Parkcenter Blvd.
Boise, Id 83703
Tel: (208) 395-5857

- All signs shall be reviewed for conformance with this criteria and overall design quality. Approval or disapproval of sign submittals based on aesthetics of design shall remain the sole right of the Owner.

- Prior to the installation and manufacture of any sign, the Tenant shall obtain sign, building and electrical permits from the City of Palmdale.

- Each Tenant shall pay all costs for its’ signs including manufacture, installation, maintenance, and City of Palmdale permit fees.

- Each Tenant shall be fully responsible for the repair of any damage caused to any surface caused by the signage or its’ installation.

- Owner reserves the right to periodically hire an independent electrical engineer, at Tenant’s sole expense, to inspect the installation of all Tenant signs. Each Tenant will be required to have any discrepancies and/or code violations corrected at Tenant’s expense. Any code violations or requests for sign removals by the Owner, shall be at Tenant’s expense. If tenant sign has not been brought into conformance within 15 days after written notice from owner, then the owner has the right to correct said sign and invoice the tenant for the expenses.

- Tenant’s sign contractor shall carry workers compensation and public liability insurance against all damage suffered or done by any and all persons and/or property while engaged in the construction or erection of signs in the amount of $1,000,000 per occurrence. Evidence of this insurance must be provided to Owner prior to installation, naming Albertson’s, Inc. as an additional insured.
• Upon vacancy, Tenant shall remove sign and restore fascia to original condition at Tenant’s sole cost and expense within fifteen (15) days of expiration of term or earlier termination of Tenant’s lease.

• Illumination of signage shall be controlled so that no signs are illuminated after normal business hours for those tenants not open 24 hours/day.

PROHIBITED SIGNS

The following signs are prohibited:

• Animated Signs
• Balloons or other inflatable, wind activated or spinning devices, except as expressly permitted by Article 88 of the Palmdale sign ordinance. (Zoning Ordinance Amendment 98-1, adopted by City council March 10, 1999)
• Banners and flags except as expressly permitted by Article 88 of the Palmdale sign ordinance.
• Flashing signs (except time and temperature signs).
• Freestanding on-premise pole signs.
• Human signs.
• Neon signs and decorative neon elements are permitted on in Zones C-3, C-4 or C-5, or in those portions of approved Specific Plans with commercial land use designations equivalent to Zones C-3, C-4, or C-5, subject to all applicable sections of Article 88 of the Palmdale sign ordinance. (Zoning Ordinance Amendment 95-6 adopted by city Council April 10, 1996).
• Off-site directional signs except as determined by a resolution of the City Council or as specifically permitted by Article 88 of the Palmdale sign ordinance. (Zoning Ordinance Amendment 97-2 adopted by city Council June 11, 1997)
• Pennants, strings of pennants or streamers.
• Portable or A-frame signs except signs exempt under section 88.05 of the Palmdale sign ordinance.
• Revolving signs, excluding barber shop poles.
• Roof signs.
• Signs that create a safety hazard by obstruction the clear view of pedestrian and vehicular traffic.
• Signs that display a message, graphic representation, or other image that is obscene as that term is defined in section 311 of the penal code. (from Palmdale Sign Ordinance)
• Signs, which by their color, working, design, location or illustration resembles, distract attention from, or conflict with any traffic control device.
• Signs within the public right-of-way or upon public property (except where approved or required by a government agency), including, but not limited to, any notice, placard, bill card, poster, sticker, banner, sign, advertising or other device affixed or attached to or upon any public street, walkway, crosswalk, or other right-of-way, curb, lamp post, hydrant, tree telephone booth or pole, lighting system or any fixture of the police or fire alarm system.
• Vehicle signs: No sign shall be temporarily attached to or placed upon any vehicle, including but not limited to trailers and mobile signs, unless otherwise specifically permitted by Article 88 of the Palmdale sign ordinance.

SIGN DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

• All signs and their installation shall comply with all applicable city building and electrical codes, and has the U. L. label.

• All wall signs will be of individual pan channel letter construction. Each letter, numeral or logo unit will be attached individually, both structural and electrical.

• All penetrations of exterior fascia to be sealed watertight, and finish to match adjacent materials, subject to Owner's approval.

• All signs shall be kept in good condition, are legible, adequately repaired, maintained, and painted by the Tenant thereof at all times. All repairs shall be at least equal in quality and design to the original signs. The standards for maintenance and repair of all signs shall be that which will assure the highest visual quality.

• Exterior signs to be secured by concealed fasteners.

• Letter font will be Helvetica Medium. Each letter, numeral or logo unit will be faced with Plexiglas or similar material, (i.e. #7323 white plex with a vinyl overlay). Plex colors, #2793 red, #7323 white and #2648 blue. Vinyl colors to be or match 3M, #3630-33 red, and #3630-167 bright blue 3630-137 dark blue and 3630-20 white. (Businesses with national registered trademark are allowed their colors, font style and logo design per tenant's criteria). Returns shall be no more than 8” deep. Color of the returns will be white, red, and black. Trim cap edge to match return color. Trim cap to be 2”, 1” or ¾”.

• All exterior signs shall be mounted flush to the building face.

• All tenant wall signs must be internally illuminated. No labels or identification will be permitted on the exposed surfaces of the sign except those required by local Ordinances.

• All letter returns and backs to be a minimum of .040 pre-painted aluminum.

• Cabinet signs are not permitted.

TENANT WALL SIGNAGE (25,000 square feet or Greater)

• The following signs are allowed on the front elevation for an anchor tenant. Tenant name, logo and generic word description of services. A sub-tenant to the major tenant shall be provided a sign area on the building front of the major tenant building.
• Businesses with registered trademark are allowed their colors, font style and logo design. Tenants that do not have registered trademark will be allowed signs per general requirements outlined in the sign criteria. (See Sign Design Requirements Page 3)

Maximum letter height: 4’ channel letter.
Logo maximum height: 5’ channel letter.

• Permitted sign area shall be one and one-half (1 1/2) square foot of sign area for each lineal foot of building frontage. Such signs shall not exceed one hundred fifty (150) square feet. One (1) wall sign may be permitted for any other side of the building that does not face residentially designated property, not exceeding one-half (1/2) square feet of sign area for each lineal foot of building frontage or fifty (50) square feet total, whichever is less.

• Tenant of Parcel #2 will be allowed directional signs on their drive thru canopy. Signs will consist of “DROP OFF, PICK UP and CLEARANCE 9’ – 6”, consisting of 3” high letters on 6” x 3’-6” non-illuminated plaques. ENTRANCE and EXIT ONLY illuminated signs may be installed with 9” letters.

TENANT WALL SIGNAGE (10,000 square feet to 24,999 square feet)

• The following signs are allowed on the front elevation of a major tenant. Tenant name, logo and generic word description of services.

• Businesses with registered trademark are allowed their colors, font style and logo design. Tenants that do not have registered trademark will be allowed signs per general requirements outlined in the sign criteria. (See Sign Design Requirements Page 3)

• One wall sign may be permitted on the primary frontage, not exceeding one and one-half (1-1/2) square foot of sign area for each lineal foot of building frontage. Such sign shall not exceed one hundred (100) square feet. One (1) wall sign may be permitted for any other side of the building that does not face residentially designated property, not exceeding one-half (1/2) square feet of sign area for each lineal foot of building frontage or fifty (50) square feet total, whichever is less.

• Maximum letter height: 36” Pan Channel Letters
• Maximum logo height: 48” Pan Channel

• Canopy signs. One (1) canopy sign not exceeding five (5) square feet of sign area and one and one-half (1-1/2) feet in height may be permitted. Each canopy sign shall have a minimum of eight feet (8’) vertical clearance from ground level to the bottom of the sign. The information on the sign shall be limited to the name, logo and type of business. All canopy signs within the center shall be of a uniform design, size and height.

TENANT WALL SIGNAGE (9,999 square feet or less)

• The following signs are allowed on the front elevation of a tenant. Tenant name and logo.
Businesses with registered trademark are allowed their colors, font style and logo design. Tenants that do not have registered trademark will be allowed signs per general requirements outlined in the sign criteria. (See Sign Design Requirements Page 3)

One wall sign may be permitted on the primary frontage, not exceeding one and one-half (1-1/2) square foot of sign area for each lineal foot of lease frontage. Such sign shall not exceed one hundred (100) square feet. One (1) wall sign may be permitted for any other side of the building that does not face residentially designated property, not exceeding one-half (1/2) square feet of sign area for each lineal foot of building frontage or fifty (50) square feet total, whichever is less.

- Maximum letter height: 24” Pan Channel Letters
- Maximum logo height: 30” Pan Channel

**Canopy signs.** One (1) canopy sign not exceeding five (5) square feet of sign area and one and one-half (1-1/2) feet in height may be permitted. Each canopy sign shall have a minimum of eight feet (8’) vertical clearance from ground level to the bottom of the sign. The information on the sign shall be limited to the name, logo and type of business. All canopy signs within the center shall be of a uniform design, size and height.

**GASOLINE SERVICE STATION SIGNAGE**

- The following signs may be permitted for the primary frontage and for any other side of the building that does not face residentially designated property. Tenant name, logo and generic word description of services.

- Businesses with registered trademark are allowed their colors, font style and logo design. Tenants that do not have registered trademark will be allowed signs per general requirements outlined in the sign criteria. (See Sign Design Requirements Page 3)

- Wall signs may be permitted on the primary frontage, not exceeding one and one-half (1-1/2) square foot of sign area for each lineal foot of lease frontage. Such sign shall not exceed seventy five (75) square feet whichever is less. The sign located on any other frontage shall not exceed one-half (1/2) square feet of sign area for each lineal foot of building frontage or fifty (50) square feet, whichever is less. The sign shall not extend above the eave of the roofline, the parapet of the roof. The information on the sign shall be limited to the name, logo and type of business.

- Maximum letter height: 24” Pan Channel Letters
- Maximum logo height: 34” Pan Channel

- Monument sign indicating the name of the service station may be permitted as follows:
  
  One monument sign may be permitted for each gasoline service station.
  
  The sign shall not exceed thirty (30) square feet and five (5) feet in height, including the base. Maximum of any one dimension of the sign shall be ten (10) feet.
  
  The sign shall be located a minimum of then (10) feet from the property line.

  One (1) gasoline or fuel price sign per street frontage may be permitted.
  
  Each sign shall not exceed fifteen (15) square feet in area and five (5) feet in height.
The sign shall be placed on the ground. The sign shall display the information required by Section 13530-13540 of the Business and Professions Code and Section 4201 of the Title 4 of the California Administrative Code in the Manner required by those section, as amended. (See Site plan marked Fuel Station Monument sign)

CENTER MONUMENT AND PAD SIGNS

- Monument signs shall be permitted only for the primary and/or secondary frontages that have minimum two hundred fifty (250) lineal feet.
- There shall be a minimum distance of two hundred fifty (250) lineal feet between monument signs. The distance requirement can be modified through an approval of a sign program.
- The shopping center shall have two center monument signs. One located on Avenue “N” and one located on 50th Street West. (See site plan marked Center Monument sign for location)
- The shopping center shall have six (6) pad monument signs. Four located on Avenue “N” and two located on 50th Street West. (See site plan marked Pad Monument sign for location)
- Center monument signs may have a maximum area of one hundred (100) square feet, and a maximum height of ten (10) feet, including the base. All Pad monument signs may have a maximum area of fifty (50) square feet per sign and a maximum height of five (5) feet, including the base.
- Center and Pad monument signs shall be located a minimum of ten (10’) feet from any property line. Monument signs shall be located a minimum of one hundred (100’) feet or one-half (1/2) of the lot width, whichever is less, for residentially designated or zoned properties.
- Center monument signs may indicate the name of the center and/or names of the Anchor and Major tenants.
- Pad monument signs may indicate the name of the tenant and/or tenants of any business or businesses located on that pad or building.
ONE (1) CANOPY SIGN NOT EXCEEDING FIVE (5) SQUARE FEET OF SIGN AREA AND ONE AND ONE HALF FEET (1-1/2) IN HEIGHT MAY BE PERMITTED. EACH CANOPY SIGN SHALL HAVE A MINIMUM OF EIGHT FEET (8) VERTICAL CLEARANCE FROM GROUND LEVEL TO THE BOTTOM OF THE SIGN. THE INFORMATION ON THE SIGN SHALL BE LIMITED TO NAME, LOGO AND TYPE OF BUSINESS. ALL CANOPY SIGNS WITHIN THE CENTER SHALL BE OF A UNIFORM DESIGN, SIZE AND HEIGHT.

BUSINESSES WITH REGISTERED TRADEMARK ARE ALLOWED THEIR COLORS, FONT STYLE AND LOGO DESIGN. TENANTS THAT DO NOT HAVE REGISTERED TRADEMARK WILL BE ALLOWED SIGNS PER GENERAL REQUIREMENTS OUTLINED IN THE SIGN CRITERIA. (SEE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS.)

ONE WALL SIGN MAY BE PERMITTED ON THE PRIMARY FRONTAGE, NOT EXCEEDING ONE AND ONE HALF (1-1/2) SQUARE FOOT OF SIGN AREA FOR EACH LINEAL FOOT OF LEASED BUILDING FRONTAGE. SUCH SIGN SHALL NOT EXCEED ONE HUNDRED (100) SQUARE FEET. ONE (1) WALL SIGN MAY BE PERMITTED FOR ANY OTHER HALF (1/2) SQUARE FEET OF SIGN AREA FOR EACH LINEAL FOOT OF BUILDING FRONTAGE OR THIRTY (30) SQUARE FEET TOTAL, WHICHERVER IS LESS.
(2) CENTER MONUMENT SIGNS - 277 VOLT

SCALE: 3/8" = 1'-0"

(5) PAD MONUMENT SIGNS - 277 VOLT

SCALE: 3/8" = 1'-0"

"ALBERTSONS SAV-ON PHARMACY" FACE ROUTED ALUMINUM BACKED WITH PLEX WITH VINYL OVERLAY. TENANT CABINETS FABRICATED ALUMINUM WITH 3/16" SG PLEX FACE WITH VINYL GRAPHICS. FABRICATED ALUMINUM MONUMENT WITH MED. STUCCO FINISH PAINTED TO MATCH BUILDING COLORS. LEDGE STONE BASE (TO MATCH CENTER) SITS ON SMALL CONCRETE PAD.

ICI 482 "LIGHT TOPAZ"
DARK BLUE VINYL ARلون 919
MEDIUM BLUE VINYL ARлон 918
RED VINYL ARлон 033

ALB/TENANT MONUMENTS
ALB 6329
PALMDALE, CA
(1) FUEL STATION MONUMENT SIGN - 277 VOLT

SCALE: 1/2" = 1'-0"

"A EXPRESS" FACE TO BE 3/16" SG PLEX, APPEARS WHITE WITH DARK BLUE, MED BLUE AND RED VINYL GRAPHICS.

FUEL PRICE FACE TO BE 3/16" SG PLEX WITH MEDIUM BLUE VINYL BACKGROUND WITH WHITE LETTERS AND NUMERALS.

FABRICATED ALUMINUM MONUMENT WITH MEDIUM STUCCO FINISH PAINTED TO MATCH BUILDING COLOR. LEDGE STONE BASE (TO MATCH CENTER) SITS ON SMALL CONCRETE PAD.

ICI 482 "LIGHT TOPAZ"
DARK BLUE VINYL ARLON 919
MEDIUM BLUE VINYL ARLON 918
RED VINYL ARLON 033
A “ALBERTSONS” CHANNEL LOGO/LETTERS
SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

PART NUMBER: LTR432ALB

ELECT. LOAD - 16.35 AMPS @ 120 V.
(2) 20 AMP CIRCUITS REQUIRED
AREA - 92.42 SQ. FEET

1" DEEP FORMED WHITE 1/8" SG 0152 FORMING PLEX
LETTER & LOGO FACES WITH 2-TONE BLUE VINYL:
LEFT LOGO LEG/LEAVES DARK BLUE VINYL
(ARLON 919) W/ WHITE OUTLINE.
RIGHT LOGO LEG/“ALBERTSONS” LETTERS MED. BLUE
VINYL (ARLON 918) W/ WHITE OUTLINE.

.040 ALUMINUM BACKS
15MM EGL 4500 WHITE NEON, DOUBLE TUBE

60M.A. HIGH POWER FACTOR TRANSFORMERS
IN EACH LETTER

1" WHITE TRIMCAP ON LETTERS AND LOGO EXCEPT FOR
2" WHITETRIM CAP ON LOGO LEGS

2" PREPAINTED WHITE .040 ALUMINUM LETTER
& LOGO RETURNS

8" PREPAINTED WHITE .040 ALUMINUM LETTER
& LOGO RETURNS

5/8" PLYWOOD BACKING BEHIND WALL
BY OTHERS THAN IMAGE NATIONAL
(NOT REQUIRED FOR CMU WALLS)

3/8" LAG BOLTS INTO BLOCKING
(USE LAG BOLTS WITH SHIELDS
ON MASONRY BUILDINGS)

1/2" FLEX CONDUIT THROUGH WALL
EACH LETTER, STD. J-BOX FOR WHIP
CONNECTION INSIDE EA. LETTER.
SEPARATE FLEX WHIP 6'-0" LONG
SHIPPED W/ EA. LETTER.

STUCCO OR DRYVIT SYSTEM OVER
STUDS OR MASONRY FASCIA

A SECTION DETAIL THRU “ALBERTSONS” CHANNEL LETTERS
SCALE: N.T.S.

SPECIFICATIONS
SIGN A
ALB 6329
PALMDALE, CA
"SAV-ON PHARMACY" CHANNEL LETTER

SCALE: 3/8" = 1'-0"

PART NUMBER
LTR-SAVON

ELECT. LOAD - 0.405 AMPS @ 120 V.
(L.E.D. UNITS)
(1) 20 AMP CIRCUIT REQUIRED
AREA - 26.64 SQ. FEET (SAV-ON + PHARMACY)

SECTION DETAIL
"PHARMACY" LETTERS
SCALE: N.T.S.

6" HIGH #2793 RED PLEX FORMED GEMINI
LETTERS IN STANDARD BLOCK STYLE. LETTERS
ARE NON-ILLUM. AND STUD-MOUNTED TO WALL.

B SECTION THRU GELCORE TETRA
ILLUMINATED LETTER

SCALE: N.T.S.

SPECIFICATIONS
SIGN B
ALB 6329
PALMDALE, CA
“FOOD” & “PHARMACY” CHANNEL LETTERS

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

2" DEEP FORMED WHITE 1/8"
SG 0152 FORMINGPLEX LETTER
FACES WITH MED. BLUE VINYL
OVERLAY (ARLON 918)
WITH WHITE OUTLINE.

.040 ALUMINUM BACKS
15MM EGL 4500 WHITE
NEON, DOUBLE TUBE

60M.A. HIGH POWER FACTOR
TRANSFORMERS IN EACH LETTER

1" WHITE TRIMCAP ON LETTERS
8" PREPAINTED WHITE .040
ALUMINUM LETTER RETURNS

5/8" PLYWOOD BACKING BEHIND WALL
BY OTHERS THAN IMAGE NATIONAL
(NOT REQUIRED FOR CMU WALLS)

3/8" LAG BOLTS INTO BLOCKING
(USE LAG BOLTS WITH SHIELDS
ON MASONRY BUILDINGS)

1/2" FLEX CONDUIT THROUGH WALL
EACH LETTER. STD. J-BOX FOR WHIP
CONNECTION INSIDE EA. LETTER.
SEPARATE FLEX WHIP 6'-0" LONG
SHIPPED W/ EA. LETTER.

STUCCO OR DRYVIT SYSTEM OVER STUDS
OR MASONRY FASCIA

SECTION DETAIL THRU

“FOOD” & “PHARMACY” CHANNEL LETTERS
SCALE: N.T.S.

TOTAL ELECT. LOAD -
PHARMACY = 4.8 AMPS @ 120 V.
SIGN AREA = 10.62 SQ. FT.

TOTAL ELECT. LOAD -
PHARMACY = 9.6 AMPS @ 120 V.
SIGN AREA = 23.3 SQ. FT.
"RX DRIVE THRU" ARROW
& CHANNEL LETTER
SCALE: 1/2" = 1'-0"

PART NUMBER
CUSTOM
RX AREA - 3.24 SQ. FT. (1.75 X 1.85)
(SEE PAGE 19 FOR SECTION DETAIL)

PART NUMBER
CUSTOM
ARROW CAB. - 3.84 SQ. FEET (2 X 1.92)

TOTAL "RX DRIVE THRU" AREA - 7.08 SQ. FEET
TOTAL ELECT. LOAD TO BE DETERMINED

FLAT 3/16" WHITE
SG PLEX FACE WITH CARDINAL
RED VINYL OVERLAY (ARLON 053)
WHITE WEEDED COPY "DRIVE THRU"

.040 ALUMINUM BACKS
15MM EGL 4500 WHITE
NEON, DOUBLE TUBE
60M.A. HIGH POWER FACTOR
TRANSFORMERS IN EACH LETTER
1" WHITE TRIMCAP ON LETTERS
8" PREPAINTED WHITE .040
ALUMINUM LETTER RETURNS

5/8" PLYWOOD BACKING BEHIND WALL
BY OTHERS THAN IMAGE NATIONAL
(NOT REQUIRED FOR CMU WALLS)

3/8" LAG BOLTS INTO BLOCKING
(USE LAG BOLTS WITH SHIELDS
ON MASONRY BUILDINGS)

1/2" FLEX CONDUIT THROUGH WALL
THE LETTER. STD. J-BOX FOR WHIP
CONNECTION INSIDE EA. LETTER.
SEPARATE FLEX WHIP 6'-0" LONG
SHIPPED W/ EA. LETTER.

STUCCO OR DRYVIT SYSTEM OVER STUDS
OR MASONRY FASCIA

SECTION THRU ARROW SIGN
SCALE: N.T.S.

SPECIFICATIONS
SIGN O-P
ALB 6329
PALMDALE, CA
DIRECTIONAL SIGNS
SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

PART NUMBER: CAB16X6-SAVON
ELECT. LOAD - 1.65 AMPS @ 120 V.
(1) 72 LAMP W/(1) 0412-12 BALLASTS
(1) 20 AMP CIRCUIT REQUIRED
AREA - 9.00 SQ. FEET

INTERNAL FLUORESCENT ILLUMINATION
FLAT 3/16" WHITE
SG PLEX FACE CARDINAL
RED VINYL OVERLAY
(ARLON 053)
8" .040 PRE-FINISHED WHITE
ALUMINUM RETURNS WITH
METAL RETAINERS,
PAINTED WHITE

WALL

5/8" PLYWOOD BEHIND WALL IF NEEDED FOR SIGN SUPPORT BY OTHERS THAN IMAGE NATIONAL. (NOT REQ'D FOR CMU WALLS)
3/8" LAG BOLTS (USE LAG BOLTS W/ SHIELDS IN CMU WALLS.)
LAMP BALLASTS INSIDE CABINET
1/2" FLEX CONDUIT THROUGH WALL TO ELECTRICAL

SECTION DETAIL
SCALE: N.T.S.

PART NUMBER: DIR6X36
AREA EACH SIGN: 1.75 SQ. FEET

.125 ALUMINUM PANEL PAINTED SEMI-GLOSS
(AKZO NOBEL #407-D5 RED OR PPG #72355 RED)
COPY IS CUT-OUT WHITE REFLECTIVE SCOTCHCAL.

PANEL SIGNS
SCALE: 1/2" = 1'-0"

SPECIFICATIONS
SIGNS E-I

ALB 6329
PALMDALE, CA
"RX DRIVE THRU"
CHANNEL LETTERS
SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

TOTAL ELECT. LOAD - .59 AMPS @ 120 V.
(L.E.D. UNITS)
(1) 20 AMP CIRCUIT REQUIRED
AREA - 30.64 SQ. FEET

PLYWOOD OR BLOCKING
(PROVIDED BY G.C.)

3/8" THRU BOLT
(TYP)

GELCORE PS3 TRANSFORMER (12v)

3/4" HOLE THRU WALL
W/1/2" LIQUID FLEX
(110v. POWER)

EXTERIOR WALL SURFACE
5" .040 ALUM. RETURNS & BACKS PRE-PAINTED WHITE

1" WHITE TRIM CAP

3/16" RED SG CYRO #278-0

RED/ORANGE GELCORE TETRA LED STRIPS

SECTION THRU GELCORE TETRA ILLUMINATED LETTER
SCALE: N.T.S.

SPECIFICATIONS
SIGN J
ALB 6329
PALMDALE, CA
K

"A EXPRESS" CHANNEL LOGO/LETTERS
SCALE: 3/8" = 1'-0"

PART NUMBER
LTR34AEXP-REMCF

ELECT. LOAD - 17.35 AMPS @ 120 V.
(2) 20 AMP CIRCUITS REQUIRED
AREA - 43.26 SQ. FEET

3/16" WHITE SG PLEX W/VELCRO OVERLAYS:
ARLON 919 DARK BLUE
ARLON 918 MEDIUM BLUE
ARLON 033 CARDINAL RED

.040 ALUMINUM BACKS

15MM EGL 4500 WHITE NEON, DOUBLE TUBE

1" TRIMCAP TO MATCH RETURNS

5" RETURNS PREPAINTED WHITE ON INSIDE
AND PAINTED RED AND BLUE ON OUTSIDE.

5/8" PLYWOOD BACKING BEHIND WALL
BY OTHERS THAN IMAGE NATIONAL
(NOT REQUIRED FOR CMU WALLS)

3/8" LAG BOLTS INTO BLOCKING
(USE LAG BOLTS WITH SHIELDS
ON MASONRY BUILDINGS)

1/2" FLEX CONDUIT
TO 60 M.A. NORMAL POWER FACTOR
REMOTE TRANSFORMERS BEHIND WALL
BUILDING OR CANOPY WALL

SECTION DETAIL THRU
"A EXPRESS" CHANNEL LETTERS
SCALE: 1/4" = N.T.S.

SPECIFICATIONS
SIGN K
ALB 6329
PALMDALE, CA
"BEVERAGES, SNACKS" CHANNEL LOGO/LETTERS

TOTAL ELECT. LOAD - 12.55 AMPS @ 120 V.
(1) 20 AMP CIRCUIT REQUIRED

SECTION DETAIL THRU
"BEVERAGES, SNACKS" CHANNEL LETTERS

SPECIFICATIONS
SIGN L-M

ALB 6329
PALMOLIVE, CA

21
ALBERTSONS LOGO - FLAT CUT-OUT
NON-ILLUMINATED

SCALE: 1/2" = 1'-0"

.125 ALUMINUM PANELS WITH 1/4" MOUNTING STUDS
AND PAINTED TO MATCH ARLON VINYL COLORS:
DARK BLUE ARLON 919 AND MEDIUM BLUE ARLON 918

PART NUMBER
LTR-ALBERTSONS

AREA - 28.89 SQ. FEET
**K** EXPRESS 43.26 SQ. FEET
(2.83 X 4.83) + (2.63 x 11.25)

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

---

**L** BEVERAGES
12.25 SQ. FEET (1.33 X 9.21)

SCALE: 1/2" = 1'-0"

---

**M** SNACKS 8.67 SQ. FEET
(1.33 X 6.52)

SCALE: 1/2" = 1'-0"

---

**N** ALBERTSONS LOGO 13.67 SQ. FEET
(2.83 X 4.83)

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

---

**O** RX LETTERS 3.24 SQ. FEET (1.75 X 1.85)

**P** DRIVE THRU ARROW CAB 3.84 SQ. FEET (2 X 1.92)

**TOTAL** 7.08 SQ.FEET

SCALE: 1/2" = 1'-0"

---

AREA CALCULATIONS
SIGNS K-P

ALB 6329
PALMDALE, CA